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Through rich storytelling and excerpts from youth-written 

media, chapters one through three present core 

theoreticAl concepts that shape youth 

radio’s practice. chapter one explores  

Converged Literacy. Building on the 

idea of Convergence—the merging of 

multiple technologies and modes of 

communication—converged literacy includes 

not only the ability to create groundbreaking 

media, but also to engage audiences and 

leverage media in pursuit of justice. 

drop that knowledge 

introduces youth radio, an 

oakland-based YOUTH EMPOWERMENT 

organization that supports young 

people in PRODUCING original radio 

and digital media. senior producer 

Lissa soep and Youth radio alumnus 

vivian chavez deftly weave together 

theory and practice into an 

immensely satisfying and inspiring 

narrative that offers something 

for everyone—educators, 

researchers, organizers, artists. 

Chapter two puts forward the concept of collegial 
pedagogy. this is the basis of youth radio’s 

mentorship model, in which more experienced 

youth interns work side by side with adult 

professionals. situating this theory among 

related ideas such as critical pedagogy and 

communities of practice, Soep and chavez 

demonstrate how powerful–and 

how complicated–this process 

can be, fraught as it is with 

issues of ownership and power.
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drop that knowledge is not an uncritical celebration of “youth voice.” 

rather, it is a call for both youth and adults to challenge themselves in 

different ways–for adults to step down from their podium of false 

omniscience, and for youth to step up and make their voices heard while at the 

same time engaging critically with the perspectives of mentors, colleagues, 

and audiences. In a time when the Internet and technology have made it more 

possible than ever for young people to produce media completely on their own, 

this book forwards a compelling argument that there is still need in youth 

media for pedagogical spaces that consciously engage in youth development, 

21st century literacy, and intergenerational collaboration . 

While aspects of this book are specific to radio and 

digital media, i found much that resonates 

with my own work in the realms of arts 

education and cultural organizing. also, as 

an educator, i was thrilled that soep and 

chavez do not gloss over the difficulties 

of doing youth empowerment work. Many 

of the most intriguing stories in the 

book are those in which adults make 

mistakes, question their choices, and 

face pushback from young people.

chapter three introduces point of 
voice. This concept stresses the need for 

youth to not only clarify their own points 

of view, but to situate their perspectives 

within larger social systems and to 

translate them into strategic expression. 

In the process, the authors challenge 

what they see as faulty assumptions in the 

youth media field, such as the idea that 

youth inherently speak in narratives that 

challenge the status-quo.

readers more interested in the practical, 

hands-on work of youth media will particularly 

enjoy chapter four, which details the steps of 

production and digs into issues such as framing a 

story and interviewing subjects. And though 

excerpts of radio stories can be found 

throughout the book, those who first and 

foremost want to hear the voices of young 

people will find much to appreciate in chapter 

five, “alumni lives,” and the appendix, which 

offers full transcripts of youth radio stories.

P.J.K.
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